





















Many churches today, whether they realise it or not, incorporate aspects of popular culture into their liturgy and musical practice that can be identified as follows:
	The use of song structures incorporating multiple verses, choruses and a bridge.
	The use of repetition – especially of words, phrases and choruses.
	The high turnover/short shelf life of many songs.
	The use of acoustic and electric guitars, bass and drums in a pop, rock or similar style.
	The use of amplification – both individual instrument and public address.
	The singing of songs with an American accent.
	The use of visuals. 

However, isn’t church meant to be a place of sobriety and solemnity? A place of pipe organs and choirs. Something must have changed. Burch Brown states

The cover of the August 1996 Atlantic Monthly announced a Christian cultural revolution: Giant ‘full-service’ churches are winning millions of ‘customers’ with [their] pop-culture packaging. 1

How much does, and should, culture – popular culture in particular – influence the musical aspect of the liturgy in a church worship gathering? This is an important question, because 

‘how’ faith is creatively expressed…, not only ‘what’ is believed or done, [has] always been of religious significance. 2





For this essay, popular culture shall be viewed as ‘contemporary, mass produced and consumed culture’.  (Refer Appendix for a more detailed definition of ‘popular culture’.)

Popular culture has always influenced church musical practice – either by its encouraged use in the church gathering, or by making sure that nothing that sounds like popular culture seeps into the church, or a mixture of both. 

Popular culture makes up a large portion of people’s everyday lives. Should the church – which is made up of individuals in society at large - look to engage with contemporary popular culture in regard to how it communicates its timeless message, or should it look to stand apart from, be opposed to, and be different from, the surrounding contemporary culture – leaning towards being counter-cultural? This has been a question asked of the Christian church since its inception in the book of Acts. The early Church Fathers had to engage their contemporary culture (Carrell, B. 1998). This could be seen as the ‘popular’ culture of the day in the sense of the ‘popular as folk’, or ‘popular as counterculture’ compared to the added definition of ‘popular as mass’ that the technological age has developed into, what could be argued as, the dominant form of ‘popular’ culture in the West today. The Gospel of Christ bids Christians (as individuals and community) to live according to the Kingdom of Heaven not the world of men. These worlds seem to live with a certain amount of harmonious interaction. Nevertheless, at times they have clashed with devastating results. There is a tension between these two worldviews and the way that life should be approached.  

Music for a church worship gathering

There was a time when Christian worship music would have been a fairly easy genre to categorise with its specific setting, style, instrumentation and usage. Indeed, the mere idea of ‘Christian music’ in general had its basis in its use for worship in the church service. However, over the centuries there have been major shifts in the Western Evangelical and the later Pentecostal churches regarding the type and usage of music and, consequently, the production of it. Within the church, music expressly for worship (‘upward’ focus) has been joined by evangelistic (‘outward’) music, ‘discipleship’ (‘inward’) music and even music for the ‘entertainment’ or edification of a Christian audience.

The Contemporary Christian Music (CCM) business is large – especially in the USA, Great Britain and other English speaking Western societies. It encompasses much music used for worship purposes – both inside and outside the church gathering setting. However, in this essay I wish to look at the relevance of popular culture in the music (and related activities) expressly devoted to the worship setting in an Evangelical Charismatic church gathering.

Popular culture and church musical practice

With these definitions in mind, when Christians come together in a church worship gathering, how does, and should, contemporary popular culture affect church musical practice?

Firstly, we must acknowledge that there are different Charismatic denominations and churches that gather to worship. Although there are similarities, no two churches are exactly the same, although many denominations share common liturgical forms.

When we look at popular culture - what it offers and how it influences the church - we have to look at more than just music style issues. We must also look at how the music is chosen, shared, adapted, ‘performed’ and evaluated for usefulness in the church setting. There are obviously style and arrangement facets, but also economic, political, social, doctrinal, and technological aspects.

What economic features of contemporary culture impact on church musical practice? Copyright has been a useful revenue tool for many composers, publishers and the music industry as a whole. Where it used to be employed mainly to stop people from copying another’s ideas or creation, it has proliferated into a source of viable income for many. As early as 1916, publishing and copyright of hymnals was introduced by Philadelphia’s Rev Charles Tindley who published an anthology entitled New Songs of Paradise – a collection of Black gospel songs (Wilson-Dickson, A. 2003). So, revenue streams for Christian music is not a new idea. Although the CCM industry would say it has a more noble cause overall than the secular music industry it, nevertheless, lives in the same economic and commercial realm, vying for its place. These pressures filter down to the composers of contemporary Christian music. As Pastor Chuck Smith states regarding the Maranatha! Music record company that was set up in the 1970s to support the work of young Christian musicians,

what happened [is] there were those who began to see it as something more than just a ministry, but as a means of making money…It became market-driven rather than heart-driven…It was no longer inspired, anointed music, but it became…a canned product with artists under pressure to get the next new song out. 3

The impact of this on church musical practice is what we can see as the availability of many worship songs that may have a formulaic, ‘fast food’ quality (Brown, F.B. 2009).

Economic and technological aspects often go hand in hand when it comes to what a church would seek to achieve and what it ultimately is able to achieve. If a church would seek to create a multimedia environment to enhance the congregation’s worship experience then funds must be committed to a suitable sound system, lighting and various multimedia components to allow this to happen. A church must decide if, and how far, it wants to travel down the technologically relevant path to keep up with people’s expectations of what constitutes a ‘good musical performance’ – ‘performance’ in this regard being both the musicians performing their calling and duties as servants to their congregation, and in terms of requiring a certain musical standard to ensure church’s attractiveness.

Technology also impacts on the way communication and information is shared in society and the church. In early Christendom music, especially, was passed on through generations orally. With the advent of notation systems (circa. 1030AD) and subsequently the printing press (circa. 1452AD), music was more easily reproduced and disseminated around the ecumenical world (Wilson-Dickson, A. 2003). 

Likewise, in the twentieth century technological advancements such as radio, television, public address systems, data projection, audio recordings, home stereos, computers, email, the Internet, the iPod etc., have dramatically enhanced the way Christian music is now heard, shared and employed. Today many churches create a compilation CD of songs or upload them to a website for downloading by the musician at home to learn before the band practice. Churches nowadays have an Internet ‘Facebook’ identity or ‘Twitter’ account that keep music team members informed and up to date on, among other things, new songs, upcoming events, and their church’s music team roster. Many churches now have a dedicated website that allows church members and others to access information rather than contacting the church personally. Socially, this could be seen as moving community away from ‘personal’ into ‘virtual’ interaction to some degree. 

At musician meetings bible references and notes may be read from a PDA or Apple iPhone as easily as from a printed Bible or ‘written’ notes. In the actual church gathering it is not uncommon for the printed ‘order of service’, and even hymnbooks in many churches, to be replaced now by the projection of notices and song lyrics onto large screens around the church sanctuary or auditorium (Carrell, B. 1998).
 
In the book Liquid Church Pete Ward states

How a song gets to us in our service may be an involved and complex process. What this illustrates is that within the Christian community we already have significant communications networks that mirror those in the wider society. 4 

He goes on to say that networks of people and technologies allow a connection between worship groups and individuals that facilitates the sharing of a well-produced religious product – a commodity. Some may see this as selling out to commercialisation while others would just as easily see this as using existing methods and mechanisms of distribution to evangelise. 

Many traditional churches, keen to engage with popular culture and be relevant to today’s society, have attempted to modernise their musical worship by incorporating the use of contemporary musical instruments such as acoustic and electric guitars, bass, drums and digital pianos along with the organ and acoustic pianos (Wilson-Dickson, A. 2003). Many decisions made regarding this interaction with popular culture are not only socially driven – ‘what appeals to the society we live in and the community we serve?’ - but politically driven as well – ‘what music will help our church grow?’

What other roles do political and sociological aspects of popular culture play in church musical practice? These can take on several guises. Historically a church was at the mercy of music publishing houses and what they deemed appropriate for church use – be it a publishing house linked with a certain denomination or an independent publisher. 

With the democratisation of information – mainly due to technological advances like the Internet, Christian worship music is no longer controlled by one particular section of society but is more freely accessible. In many churches it then becomes up to the leadership – of the denomination or individual church – as to what is appropriate and worthy of use. In this, the Minister or Pastor may involve the Music Director (if they have one) in the decisions as to which songs to employ (Brown, F.B. 2009). As music is a large part of many believer’s worship lives, ultimately the congregation may also have a large part to play in what they wish to sing with many congregants ‘voting with their feet’ if they feel their individual needs are not being met. The rights and wrongs of such a phenomenon are, however, beyond the scope of this essay. 

How much does popular culture influence the words we use when we sing? Brett Knowles, pointing to Prosper of Aquitaine, states, “what one prays – or sings – demonstrates what one believes.”  5 

Looking at some aspects of what the church actually sings may help discern how popular culture has impacted church musical practice.

Postmodernity’s popular culture has continued the modernist philosophy “of individual freedom over divine command as the basis of moral and political order” 6 that came with the age of Enlightenment in the eighteenth century - often seen in popular culture as the ‘me’ and ‘I’ rather than ‘we’ and ‘us’. It is interesting to note Brett Knowles’ findings in his paper Music as an Indicator of New Zealand Pentecostal Spirituality and Theology, where he compared three publications of the popular Scripture in Song series from 1972, 1981 and 1987. These are a relatively small percentage of songs sung in many Charismatic and Pentecostal churches in New Zealand today, nevertheless it does give an overview of this continuing phenomenon. Among other findings he noted over this period that 53% of songs focused on ‘God’, 21% on Jesus/Christ, 1.3% on the Holy Spirit and 24% (almost a quarter) on the believer. He says

This was not an expected outcome, given the perception among New Zealand Pentecostals that the movement had become somewhat ‘me-centred’ in the 1980’s 7 (emphasis mine). 

Popular culture also impacts church song themes whereby composers and writers make political statements against that culture. A reflection of this is referred to by Knowles regarding songs and themes that appeared in New Zealand Charismatic and Pentecostal circles in the 1970s and 1980s in their moralistic struggle against such things as the Homosexual Law Reform Bill of 1985. Although direct statements are not made in such songs, the idea of the ‘army of the Lord’ rising up and ‘fighting for righteousness’ and other acts of spiritual warfare were made popular around this time (Knowles, B. 2001).

The introduction to Key Terms in Popular Music and Culture states 

There is an inevitable tension between words and music. In songs, music gives life to the words. But change the words, and you change the meaning of the music. 8

We will look at one way in particular where popular culture has impacted the words used in church musical practice. 

Although the gospel of Christ is the same today as ever, the language in which it is expressed and the social situation in which it is experienced do change. 9

Where does a church stand regarding the use of ‘inclusive language’? For instance, non-sexist, gender neutral language. For the most part songs written today – be they newer praise and worship songs or contemporary hymns – take for granted the use of inclusive, gender appropriate language. However, many churches that continue to make use of older hymns have seen the need to alter these hymns to accommodate more culturally inclusive language (Brown, F.B. 2009).

Three areas that can be identified as being affected by gender neutral language relating to worship song lyrics:
	When speaking of ‘mankind’ in general.
	When speaking of an individual – be they a man or woman.
	When speaking of, or to, God.

Is there a possible misunderstanding of the ‘universal’ meaning of particular words in language? Regarding the use of ‘mankind’ language in general – i.e. “God, the Saviour of all humankind” versus “God, the Saviour of all mankind” - Professor Robert Thornton points out that, linguistically, ‘mankind’ is an inclusive statement and the idea of it being exclusive emerged out of feminist literature of the 1970s. 

It seemed to me then that this was an interesting cultural-political move, but it is not founded in any real knowledge of the history of language. 10

Musically, changing the use of ‘mankind’ to ‘humankind’ changes the interaction between music and words. ‘Man’ has one syllable whilst ‘human’ has two. This, and other linguistic situations, can end up changing not only the (well intended) meaning of the text but the integrity of the music as well. Is it worth compromising the song for one word or, for that matter, one or two individuals who either don’t understand the meaning, or are too accommodating, or choose to make a political statement regarding the inclusive/exclusive nature of some songs? 

Again, for the most part, songs written today take into account who will be singing the song and whether the song will include such individual declaratory statements such as ‘I am a “son” of God’ or a ‘daughter’ as the case may be. However, many traditional hymns may need changing to neutralise gender specific identities. For instance, the hymn Be Thou My Vision written in the eighth century has a line ‘I thy true son’. One can understand many women having difficulty singing this, as they are not, in sex, a son but a daughter. Nonetheless, does a church change the word to ‘child’ or allow the singers to choose if they wish to sing ‘son’ or a two-syllabled ‘daughter’ that may compromise the melodic phrasing? Or does the church exclude the verse in which this line is found or, indeed, not use the hymn at all so as to bypass the issue altogether? If this was the case then many traditional hymns would either be disused through lack of cultural sensitivity or changed significantly in their melodic and musical integrity.

What gender is God? Again, this essay does not cover the scope of this particular debate although it has been of interest to the Charismatic church over several decades (Webber, R. 1994). However, if differentiation between a man and a woman is by means of their physical body then how can we say that God – who is spirit – is a man? Nevertheless, God has historically been addressed in masculine terms. Again, it is usually either a politically motivated or culturally accommodating section of the church that would seek to address God, in their liturgy, in both male and female embodiments. In the same way as the two previous gender aspects, changing the words by which believers address God can, again, compromise musical integrity.

Is the altering of words an indulgent response by the church to contemporary society’s pressure to be more inclusive and accommodating, and not so socially archaic? Or is it the church recognising the need for a more gender neutral language to reach more people with the gospel, therefore making it easier for members of their congregations – particularly women – to identify with what they sing? 

One of the main reasons for using song in a church gathering is to worship and express admiration to God. However, if the congregants are singing by rote, not understanding, or not agreeing with what they are expressing then the question of style is almost irrelevant (Brown, F.B. 2009).

Musical style is a hotly debated subject when it comes to music and singing in a church worship gathering as everyone has their particular individual tastes. Does the congregation expect to hear the same style or type of music in church as they are used to hearing outside church – on the radio, in their car, at the nightclub, on television etc? Burch Brown remarks 

Considering the extent of niche marketing in the secular world, it is no wonder that church members…typically bring with them a desire to have their own musical tastes and art preferences represented in worship. 11 

Is there a right or wrong, better or worse style of music suitable for God’s people to worship with when they gather together corporately? 

It may be pertinent to look at this topic historically for a start. Gilbert B. Rodman states

In short, every issue we address is one that we will wind up examining in light of historical contexts…Studying popular music always requires us to take questions of history into account. 12 

To many people in society when one speaks of Church music, they immediately think ‘hymns’. However, across Christendom traditional hymns used in a church worship gathering are not now the dominant form of liturgical expression they once were. Today, contemporary hymns and ‘praise and worship’ songs tend to dominate the landscape in many church worship gatherings. Some musical artists have also attempted to use traditional hymns in a more contemporary fashion. 

In the 1950s the Twentieth Century Light Music Group initiated a significant change [to that of previous groups]. This group of priests, chaplains, musicians and schoolmasters suggested that: …not only the great and lasting music of the past but also the ordinary and transient music of today – which is the background to the lives of so many – has a rightful place in our worship. 13 

Although the traditional hymn used in many ‘mainstream’ Charismatic denominations has a certain style attached to it, these new contemporary songs have no style of their own that can be classified as ‘for church use’ other than their words. They borrow from, and are often described in terms of their relationship to, ‘popular’ styles in contemporary culture – rock, folk, country, pop and, of course, Gospel to name a few. 

Music styles have flowed both in and out of the church setting for centuries. Today, the most widely known style that came via the church is that of Gospel – Black Gospel in particular. This style soon found its way into the secular music of the time (c1920-1930). Andrew Wilson-Dickson states 

Every potent musical expression of emotion today, the very basis of rock music, seems to have its roots in gospel music. 14 

The many songs created within the church since the 1970s have had strong links with contemporary secular music. In the 1970s the Charismatic movement saw the writing of church worship music in the style of folk and light rock whilst popular praise and worship songs today often closely reflect secular pop styles (Wilson-Dickson, A. 2003). In a way, by utilising popular styles of music the church today is reaping the rewards of music sown by itself years earlier, which has, in many ways, come full circle back into Charismatic churches in these new praise and worship songs. 

Regarding art (particularly music) and its use in church settings Burch Brown states that the use, in church, of ‘good art’

comes down to three common, related criteria…: first, simplicity; second, expressive or emotional power; and third, popular appeal…[The] perception that a given style of music is likeable or appealing (popular) is increasingly regarded as sufficient to consider the art in question ‘good enough’ for church use, and appropriate for worship, at least as long as religious words are attached and a religious purpose is clearly intended. 15 

Brown goes on to say 

while our judgments need to take contexts and communities into account, and while much music is amenable to multiple sorts of uses, every kind of music tends to have a particular ‘tone of voice’ that is unwise to ignore. 16 

This would be a good argument as to why certain styles of popular music would be debateable in their appropriation for a church worship gathering. 

It would be hard, some would say futile, to formulate an ecumenical musical style for all churches. There just isn’t ‘one size fits all’ worship music. Often it is the society and culture in which a church sits that is at the heart of what is liturgically acceptable. Again, Brown states 

the social identification of musical styles is…becoming a virtually unavoidable factor in determining what is indeed appropriate in a given musical and liturgical context and many contributing factors remind us that context is important to the meaning and function of many – perhaps most – kinds of music. 17





A fundamental question is ‘what cultural setting do we find ourselves in’? This is easier to answer for some churches than others. Also, we must keep in mind that the institution of the church is made up of individuals with differing cultural views. Some cities that have a large diversity of ethnic backgrounds would have a harder time focussing on what is important for them regarding the mixing (or not) of all these cultures into one worship setting. Some churches like that of Walsall in Britain (Sim Elder, J. 2003) choose to accommodate this by having several different services on a Sunday – a different one for each ethnic group. They also come together regularly in a service recognising all the different cultures present. This has been challenging for some churches where a traditional Western worship gathering is the norm and some of the participants in the conventional Western gathering find it hard to adjust or understand these other cultures (Webber, R. 1994).

Another fundamental question that every church should ask themselves is ‘what is the church worship gathering for’? This will also help determine what content and style is used for that particular service. For example, many mission and evangelising churches will look at a service as having to be accessible to anyone, including the ‘unsaved’, and therefore will have songs that speak of God, His attributes, and mankind’s need of a saviour. However, other churches may look at the worship service as being mainly for the adoration and benefit of God Himself, and the edification and education of its members. Taking this approach they may look at songs that speak to God and the worshipper’s relationship to, and with, Him (Webber, R. 1994). 

It would seem that a discerning blend of traditional and contemporary – an acceptance of both – is a good place to start regarding a church’s interaction with, and use of, popular culture. In more contemporary settings a taste of tradition and ‘where we’ve come from’ can give a sense of heritage, community and purpose. While in a traditional church setting the use of more contemporary or popular forms of musical style (and other liturgical elements for that matter) can help the church appeal to the culture that they seek to influence without compromising the integrity of their faith. Robert Webber states

A worship that will have staying power is a worship that is firmly grounded in the old, yet aware of and concerned for new ways to respond to the old, old story. 18

Church leaders must decide in what way, and how much, they wish to be influenced by popular culture. Asking questions as to why something is done, or at least done in a certain manner, is also a healthy activity and is undertaken by many churches on a regular basis – not so much to be like popular culture, and running the risk of chasing every new fad that popular culture has to offer - but to reflect the changing nature and perceived needs of the community of believers and society in general.

The church does have an inbuilt safeguard regarding interaction with popular culture - its own common Biblical culture of doctrinal, theological and ethical convictions. As long as popular culture is viewed, questioned, interpreted and utilised through the grid of this common Biblical culture then the chances are heavily reduced for misguided musical practice and liturgy that could compromise the integrity of a church’s faith. Yet the church also needs to make sure it does not stand on tradition at the expense of a living, growing, culturally interactive faith. 

I will give the final word to Brian Carrell.







































What is ‘popular culture’?

In most Western societies when one talks about culture it is usually with an inference regarding the arts and cultural heritage – what Raymond Williams would call ‘high culture’. For instance, in the information release New Zealand in Profile: 2009, Statistics New Zealand states that, in 2007, on average, $97.00 per week was spent on “recreation and culture”. However, is this a too narrow, albeit important, view of the term ‘culture’?

T.M Moore describes culture as

the artefacts, institutions and conventions with which we surround ourselves…Culture lets us make a statement about who we are and what matters to us. 20

Moore points to H. Richard Niebuhr and his book, Christ and Culture (1951), where Niebuhr states that culture

comprises language, habits, ideas, beliefs, customs, social organisation, inherited artefacts, technical processes, and values…speech, education, tradition, myth, science, art, philosophy, government, law, rite…,inventions, technologies. 21 

Moore terms this perspective ‘contemporary culture’. 

Wilhelm von Humboldt interpreted culture as a ‘high culture’ and something that is cultivated – the realm and property of the educated elite and experts. Meanwhile Johann Herder’s followers saw culture as

the defining essence of a nation, a shared spiritual force which is manifest in all the customs, beliefs and practices of a people. Culture…leaves its stamp on the smallest event. No member of society, however ill-educated, is deprived of culture, since culture and social membership are the same idea. 22

This interpretation is what Roger Scruton, in his book Modern Culture (2000), calls ‘common culture’. 

The academic discipline of ‘cultural studies’ was largely founded by the Welsh literary critic Raymond Williams (1921-1988). Williams rebelled against the elitist academic traditions and suggested that there was a ‘culture of the people’ “through which they expressed their social identity and their sense of belonging.” 23

Williams saw culture as, firstly, the known meanings and directions in the individual and then society, which are a trained or educated aspect. Secondly, a result of new observations and meanings in the individual and then society, by way of experiences which are offered and tested. Therefore

culture is always both traditional and creative; that it is both the most ordinary common meanings and the finest individual meanings. We use the word culture in these two senses: to mean a whole way of life - the common meanings; to mean the arts and learning - the special processes of discovery and creative effort. 24

As people are social beings, we all look for our ‘place in society’ – our identity – and this search pervades our modern life. Roger Scruton sees this identity as, nowadays, being “founded in choice, taste and leisure; it is fed on popular art and entertainment…” 25 (italics added). Scruton is fairly hostile to this ‘popular culture’, which he sees as having somewhat impacted the essence of ‘common culture’ detrimentally.

Anahid Kassabian has identified several definitions or aspects of the term ‘popular’ - at least as it regards to music and art. 

The first is ‘popular-as-folk’ or ‘of the folk’. In this definition popular suggests “home-made, unmediated, sometimes unpolished, the art and culture ‘of the people’.” 26

A second definition would be that of a ‘popular-as-mass’ –  “mass-mediated or quantitatively large…Popular means contemporary, mass-produced and consumed culture.” 27 Many see this ‘popular culture’ as being similar to Theodor Adorno’s definition of ‘mass culture’ in the age of a mechanically reproduced, consumer driven society. 

A third definition of ‘popular’ is in a politicised sense – ‘popular-as-counterculture’. Pockets of society rebelling against the perceived oppressiveness of contemporary, consumer culture and politics. The music of this style usually comes from a worldview whereby a certain sector of society uses music as a means of getting across their particular political views. An example of this would be the punk culture of the late 1970s, or the music of the 1960s civil rights movement in the USA. 

Still looking at ‘popular music’ in culture, Princeton University’s definition of ‘popular music’ in Matthew Bannister’s short essay What is Popular Music? is ‘any genre of music having wide appeal (but usually only for a short time)’. Using this definition, Bannister states that one aspect of popular music that is made for mass consumption - a commercial product – often is that it is seen as having a short shelf life – not lasting. Its musical forms often exploit trends and fashions. 

In this sense popular music is often contrasted with more permanent or lasting musics, for example art, classical or folk, which are felt to express tradition, or other values, superior to ‘mere’ pop music. 28
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